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Mishnah Shabbat, chapter 5

(1) With what may an animal go out

[on the Sabbath, i.e., what does not

constitute a burden for the animal and

is therefore not forbidden for his

animal to transport on the Sabbath],

and with what may it not go out [i.e.,

what is considered a burden and is

prohibited]? A camel [whose nature is tame] may go out [only] with a restraining

rope [tied to its mouth]; a [white] dromedary [na'akah] [whose nature is more

difficult to control] with its nose ring [hotem]; a Lybian donkey [being more

difficult to control than the dromedary] with a [metal] bridle; a horse with its

[neck] chain; and all chain-wearing [i.e., wild] animals may go out with their

chains and be led by their chains, [these being necessary instruments in leading

and controlling the animals; if one however used a stronger instrument than

necessary, it would be considered a burden and forbidden. Likewise, if one used

an instrument insufficient for controlling the animal, it, too, is forbidden as a

burden. The water of the Red Heifer] may be sprinkled upon them, and they may

be immersed in their place [i.e., if the chain becomes ritually unclean, the

ceremony of sprinkling (see Numbers 19:14-22) and immersion (tevilah) may be

performed while it is on the animal].

(2) A donkey may go out with its saddle cushion if it is tied to it [before the

Sabbath commences. This cushion is to protect it from the cold]. Rams may go
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out tied [with a skin covering their

genitals, to prevent coupling]. Ewes

may go out [with their posteriors]

exposed [i.e., their tails tied high to

their backs, thereby encouraging

coupling], tied [to their legs to

discourage coupling], and [their wool]

covered [to prevent soiling]; goats

may go out [with their udders] tied up. Rabbi Yose forbids in all these cases

[maintaining that the aforementioned are considered burdens], save ewes that are

covered [for their wool]. Rabbi Yehudah said: Goats may go out [with their

udders] tied in order to dry up [to cease giving milk], but not to save their milk

[a pouch is sometimes loosely tied around the udder to prevent the milk from

dripping; consequently, it may fall off and the owner may pick it up, therefore

Rabbi Yehudah forbids it. But in the former case, it is tied very tightly].

(3) And with what may it not go out? A camel may not go out with a pad [tied

to its tail for identification purposes] or akud [with its foreleg tied to its hind leg

to prevent it from running away] or ragul [with its leg tied in a folded position];

and similarly, other animals. One must not tie camels together [one behind the

other] and lead them, [this has an appearance of leading them to the market], but

[if the camels are not tied to one another] he may gather all the [individual] cords
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in his hand [making sure that less than

a hands breadth of rope is hanging

from his hand; anymore than this

would have the appearance of carrying

a rope] and lead, [and even if some of

the cords are wool and others linen, it

is permitted to lead] provided he does

not twine them together [by

intertwining the cords he creates

shatnez and would be prohibited from holding the cords together, since the cords

also keep his hand warm].

(4)A donkey may not go out with a saddle cushion, when it is not tied to it [before

the Sabbath], or with a bell, even if it is stuffed [and does not ring, nevertheless,

it has the appearance of being taken to the market for sale], or with a ladder

[-shaped yoke] around its neck [placed on the animal to prevent the animal from

turning its head to scratch and further irritate a bruise], or with a [cushioned]

thong around its foot [to prevent bruising caused when one foot knocks into the

other]. Fowl may not go out with [identification] ribbons, or with a strap tying

their legs [together, to prevent them from jumping around and breaking vessels].

Rams may not go out with a small wagon under their tails [this refers to a

particular species of ram whose tail was very fat and long; to prevent it from

getting caught on the ground it was tied to a small wagon], ewes may not go out

protected [with] hanunot [chips; these were chips of a hiyun tree placed into the

nose of an animal to induce sneezing, which, in turn, would dislodge worms on

its head], or a calf with a training yoke, or a cow with the [prickly] skin of a
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hedgehog [tied around its udder, to

prevent reptiles from suckling], or

with a [decorative or control] strap

between its horns. Rabbi Elazar ben

Azariah's cow used to go out with a strap between its horns, [but] not with the

consent of the Rabbis [the Gemara explains that the cow actually belonged to his

neighbor, but is referred to here as his own, see the following Gemara portion].

:mirlqae mipa`a dwlz `ly ick dlecb oziil`y miyakd ly dil`d zgz oixyew dphw.zepepg

mirlezd eltie yhrzzy ick dnhga dl oigipne epnn mqiw oi`ian ,oepgi enyy yi cg` ur

:mdil`n mirlezd oiltep dfa df migbpny jezny ,ok zeyrl oikixv oi` mixkfle .dy`xay

.oeniba:lcbiyk ey`x sekl cenl `diy lbrd x`ev lr mipzep inb ly ler oink.xtewd xera

:mivxyd dewpii `ly dxtd icca exer oixyewe ,hgnk oicg einipy uxyoiay drevxa `le

.dipxw:`ed ie`yn `zxizi `zexihp lkc ,xeq` xenyl oia iepl oiaoa xfrl` iax ly ezxt

.dixfr:eny lr z`xwp da dgin `ly lre ,ezpky ly `l` dzid ely `l
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